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We have studied the behavior of а helical homogeneous small-scale MHD turbulent flow 
under the action of а weak inhomogeneous large-scale disturbance. We have shown that turbulent 
energy redistribution in the presence of nonzero helicity occurs mainly over large scales. Helicity 
increases correlation time, leading to the weakening of а direct cascade and to the forrnation 
of steep spectra over small scales, with simultaneous turbulent energy growth over large scales. 
Furthermore, аn expression for the etТecHye viscosity of the mеаn flow is derived. It is shown 
that the magnetic field, in addition to the helicity, reduces the effective viscosity of the medium. 
This mау Ье important in the study of MHD flow around obstacles in the presence of аn external 
magnetic field. 

1. INТRODUCTION 

@1998 

The problem of self-organization of а turbulent MHD flow with magnetic Reynolds number 
Rem « 1 in an external homogeneous magnetic field has 10ng been under discussion (see, 
for instance, [1-4], with references therein). Obviously, an externa1 magnetic field causes а 
rеапаngеmепt of the topological strиcture of а turbulent flow. Specifically, if the original 
turbulence (in absence of а magnetic field) is isotropic, it becomes anisotropic in the presence 
of а magnetic field. Furthermore, in presence of а magnetic field, the spectra1 and dynamical 
properties of turbulence сап change. 

As demonstrated Ьу numerous experiments (see, e.g., [4-6]), turbи1ence spectrиm varies 
with the magnetic field. It should Ье emphasized, however, that turbulence essentially always 
remains three-dimensiona1, although there exists а tendency to quasi-two-dimerization. Over 
small scales, the spectral dependence of the turbulent energy Et оп wave number k is of the 
form Et '" k-a , where the exponent а varies with increasing magnetic field from -5/3 (at 
В = О) to between - 2 and - 7 / 3 (at 10w В va1ues) [1, 4]. With growing magnetic field, а ranges 
from -11/3 to - 4, and the turbulence becomes higbly iпtепnittепt [4]. 

It is noteworthy that such magnetic field-dependent behavior of the turbulence spectrиm 
is observed on1y in those experiments where turbulent flow is generated either Ьу drawing а grid 
through the medium [1] or in the presence of а honeycomb [4]. 
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For the entire subsequent analysis, it is important to note that turbulence becomes 
helical in аn extemal magnetic field. This means that the one-point correlation function 
Н = (У[\7У]) =f О, where v is the f10w velocity. Оп the other hand, purely helical turbulence is 
characterized Ьу the quantity о: = -7/3 [7], which is in agreement with experimental results 
[1,4]. In the general case, helicity, along with еnещу, is the most important feature of а 
turbulent f1ow. Helicity, being the second invariant of Euler's equation, just like energy [8], 
exerts а significant inf1uence оп the evolution and stability of turbulent and laminar f10ws [9]. 
Helicity is probably оnе of the main sources of magnetic field generation and maintenance in 
astrophysical objects [10]. In the absence of а magnetic field, helical turbulence is unstable 
against large-scale disturbances [11]. This leads to energy redistribution between large-scale and 
small-scale f1uctuations. Оп the other hand, helicity leads to аn efficient viscosity decrease in 
the теаn f1ow, i.e., to а decrease in Reynolds stresses [12]. 

The present paper deals with the behavior of small-scale helical turbulence in аn extemal 
homogeneous magnetic field and under а weak large-scale disturbance. We also examine the 
effect of а magnetic field оп the viscosity of such turbulence. 

2. PRINCIPAL EQUATIONS 

Let us write the system of MHD equations in dimensionless form for аn incompressible 
f1uid: 

8u 1 N - + (u\7)u = -\7 р + -дu + -- [[\7В]В] + F, 
8t Re Rem 

(1) 

8В = [\7 [uB]] + _1_\72в, 
8t Rem 

(2) 

\7u = \7В = О, 

where F is аn extemal non-electromagnetic force and Р is pressure. The problem is 
characterized Ьу three dimensionless numbers: the Reynolds number Re = И L / v, the magnetic 
Reynolds number Rem and the magnetic interaction parameter N = cr В2 L / рU (here р, v are 
f1uid density and viscosity, И and L are characteristic velocity and dimension). 

We represent аН fields as а sum of averaged and f1uctuating values: 

u = (u) + u', В = вон, Р = (Р) + Р', F = (F) + F', 

во ~ Ь, (u') = (Ь) = (Р') = (F') = О, 

where ( ... ) denotes averaging over аn ensemble. 
Assuming first that (u) = О and Rem « 1, оnе сап easily derive аn equation for u' ир to 

the second order of Ь: 

8' 1 N ~ + (u'\7)u' - (u'\7)u') = -\7Р' + -дu' + -- [[\7Ь]Во ] + F'. 
8t Re Rem 

Let us examine the stability of а small-scale turbulent f10w under the magnetic field with 
respect to weak large-scale non-uniform disturbances. In this сме, we represent the turbulent 
field as а sum of the initial turbulent field u(O) and its disturbance u(1): 
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о' = о(О) + n(l), 

where П(О) » n(l). 

We introduce the notation for the correlation functions: 

and, in the same manner, for correlators of higher order. 
Assuming that the external force F' maintains the initial smal1-scale helical turbulence, 

we сап derive ап equation for QrJ = QrJ(~,T): 

aQ~J + V' Qooo = -V'. / Р(О)u(О») + _1_AQOO + N(V'.V' QOo _ V'2QOO) + / F'u(?») 
at k k·з • \ з Re'J А < 3 3з 3 <) \ < J ' 

where the magnetic tепn is obtained from the Eq.(2) with al10wance for the аЬоуе assumptions, 
and Во is directed along the third coordinate. 

In а similar way, we сап write ап equation for Q~J = QJJ(x,~, t, Т): 

aQJJ _ _ 1_AQ10 + V' (QIOO. + QIOO.) = _ V'. / P(l)u(O») + N (V" V' QI~ _ V'2QIO) 
at Re <] k <kЗ k<З < \ J А' з 3З З'З . 

Eliminating the pressure from this equation, we obtain the final equation for Q~J : 

aQIJ 1 AQIO + П "(QIOO + Ql00 ) - N 2f)QIO 
дт - Re ij im V k mkj kmj - - COS ij' 

where Пim = (бim - V'iV'm/A) is а projection operator, and the operator cos2f) = V'~/A. 

(3) 

Similarly to Eq. (3), we obtain ап equation for the third moments QJn = 
= Q}J(x,~,e,t,T,T'): 

(~ __ 1 А + N 2 е) QIOO + П. "(QIOOO. + QIOOO _ QIO QOO _ QI0 QOO) = о (4) 
дт Re cos <зп .т V k mkзп kmзп mk jn mk jn . 

То complete the system of Eqs. (3) and (4), we use the results from [12], where а fmitness 
of а correlation time is taken into account through two-scale analogue of Orszag eddy damped 
quasi попnаl markovian (EDQNM) approximation [13]. тhis approximation consists in the 
replacement of the fourth order moment cumulant in equation for third moment оп effective 
damping tепn, proportional to а square-law combination of pair moments. This approach is 
analogous to other traditional turbulent second order closures [14]. EDQNM approximation 
for strong MHD turbulence was considered in detail in [15]. 

In this approximation, we obtain from Eq. (4) 

where the three-point correlator 

Q IOO - -П V' QIOOO ipj - -Т im k mkpj' 

Q~рЗ<х, t,x, t,~,T,e,T') = Q~k(X, t,x, t)Q~(~ - (,Т-Т')+ 
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(5) 

and 

and the correlation time т* :::= L tur / EiL; (Ltur and Etur being the characteristic scale and 
average energy of turbulent flow, respectively). 

То substitute the expression (5) for the third moment into Eq. (3), we pass to the limit 
е --+ ~,T' --+ т. Here (see Appendix) we take into account that A8ij = Q,§(O, О) and C$ijp = 
= 8Q~(~, T)/8~pl~,r---+0 depend оп В (or N), i.e., оп the magnetic field. This results in 

(:т - (~e + Ат) д + NCOS2 B) Q~J(x, t,~,T) - i'CHfJ = 

_ - [8 10 00 8 10 00 - тУ' р -8 Qip(X, t, O,O)Qkj(~' т) + -8 Qk/X, t, о, О)Vk~sQIЗ<~' т)+ 
Xk ХЭ 

+ Ql~(x,t,o,O)VkQ~(~,T)], (6) 

where А = A(N, О, О) and С = C(N, О, О) are scalar functions of N, Hij = $ш V k Х 

xQ}J(x, t,~, т). 

З. INSTAВILIТY OF ТНЕ SECOND MOMENТS 

То study the stability ofthe system (6), we apply the operator $lmi V т, and write resulting 
system in the homogeneous form: 

(У' - _l_Ll _ i' Ад + N cos2 В) QIO - :гCH10 = О 
r Re '] 'J' 

( Vr - _l_Ll _ i' Ад + N cos2 В) H 10 + :ГCLlQIO = О Re '] 'J' 

An equation for Q~J follows from (7): 

(7) 

(8) 

where the effective viscosity IIH = 1/ Re + :ГА. Passing into k-space in (8), we derive ап 
expression for the decay factor "( = -iUJ: 

(9) 

where В denotes the angle between k and ВО. It follows from the form of Eq. (9) that helicity 
increases relaxation time. In other words, helicity prolongs vortex life-time. However, helicity 
influence is practically imperceptible in case Of1lHk2+ N cos2 В ~ rlCkl. Непсе, at sufficiently 
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weak magnetic fields the helicity effect is most essential over large scales, i.e. at 10w k values. 
Under the condition , > О, we obtain fют Eqn. (9) the instability condition: 

where ko = 7ICI/llH. 
Let us study two limiting cases. Let совВ = О, i.e., consider modes for which k.lBo. In 

this саве, (10) acquires the form of the рurеlу hydrodynamic limit [11]: 

0< k < ko. (11) 

Here 

_ T*ICI 
ko - 1/ Re + Ат* ' 

and the dependence of the всаlе ko оп the magnetic field is contained оnlу in the coefficients 
А and С. Ав а rule, Ат* ~ I/Re, which results in ko = С/А. Consequently, ko dependence 
оп the rnagnetic field is determined Ьу the ratio of helicity to turbulence intensity. 

Оп the other hand, at совВ = 1, i.e., in modes for which k 11 во, we obtain the condition 
(10) in the form 

1 ( ( 4N) 1/2) 1 ( ( 4N) 1/2) "2 ko - k5 - llH < k <"2 ko + k5 - llH ' (12) 

where 

_ 71CI 
ko - 1/ Re + А7' 

_ т* 

т= . 
1 +NT* 

It is evident fют (12) that at ВО = О, this interval coincides with that of the modes with 
k.lBo. With gюwing magnetic field, 7 decreases, i.e., the effective сопеlаtiоп time decreases. 
Simultaneously, the instability interval is reduced and vanishes at the fields described Ьу 
4N/llH = k'fj. 

It fol1ows fют the conditions (11) and (12) that at scales 

1 ( ( 4N) 1/2) О < k <"2 ko - k'fj - llH ' (13) 

1 ( ( 4N)1 /2) "2 ko + k5 - llH < k < ko, 

modes with k .lBo are unstable against large-scale disturbances, whereas those with k 11 ВО are 
attenuated. 

Thus, the energy of а large-scale disturbance is redistributed атоng the scales, во that 
modes transverse to the magnetic field predominantly gюw. 
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4. TURBULENТ VISCOSIТY 

То study the influence of the magnetic field оп viscosity, we ехаminе the variations 
in hydrodynamic viscosity (in the absence of а magnetic field) in ап external homogeneous 
magnetic field. 

We consider the сме of (о) 7- О and (о) «: о(о). In this сме, the equation for (о), 

дд(О) + (о) (V (о) - (u'V)u') = - V (р) + R1 d (о) + RN ([VB]B]) + (F) , (14) 
t е ~ 

involves Reynolds stresses (u'V)u') that depend only оп Q}J for homogeneous turbиlence, as 
shown in [12, 17]. Оп the other hand, additional terms appear оп the right-hand side ofEq. (6) 
for QIJ«(,T,x,t): 

[(:т - ~e d - TAd + N cos2 ()) бil - TC€ikIVk] Q:J(~, т,х, t) = 

_ 00 д 00 д (ир ) 00 + 
- - (ир ) V pQij - -д (Ui) Qpj - -д--~' V pQij 

Хр Х• 

+ -" ip Х, " Qoo. + kp" , V (С QOO) + QI0 ( t О O)V QOO [
aQ10( t О О) aQI0 (х t О О) ] 

т V р д kJ д k <:" >] kp Х, " k >] ' 
Xk Х• 

(15) 

where ир = ир(х, t), Q~ = Q~(~, т, N). 
Taking into account that j is а dummy index in Eq. (15), which allows us to write this 

equation in the vector form 

its formal solution being of the form 

t 

Yi(t) = Yij(t)Yi(O) + J Yik (Yk-/(t')!j (t'»dt', 

о 

with the matrix Yij satisfYing the homogeneous equation 

aYij -- = A'kYik' 
дт > з' 

(16) 

the solution of Eq. (14) has the form 

Yij(T) = ехр (-(vнk2 + N cos2 ()) Х 

Х ch(C kT) б·· _....!:......1.. +....!:......1.. + i€'k . - sh(C kT) [ - ( k'k') k·k· kk - ] 
>] k2 k2 > J k ' 

(17) 

where 6 = :ТС. 
In this сме, the expression for Q)J takes the form 
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00 {[( 2 3 -) -- 411"k - 411"k дАо -Q~J= !eXP(-(vн k2 + NCOS2 (}T» --з-АО -15 ak eh(CkT)+ 
О 

+ 411"k4 дС Sh(GkT)] (д (Ui) + д (Uj)) _ 
15 ak aXj aXi 

411" (2 - - з - - ) 10 10} - 157 k Ао ch(CkT) - k Со sh(CkT) (Qij + Qj;) dk dT + Zij, (18) 

where it is taken into account that Q~(k, Т) = Q~j (see Appendix), Zij are tenns unrelated 
to the viscosity, and 

- Ао 
Ао = -----===----=== 

2k2 Recos2 (} + N eos4 f) , 
1 + N ---:--:-=---=---::-

k 4Re-2 +w2 

- Со 
СО = . 

2k2 Recos2 f) + N cos4 f) 
1 + N---:----::--~--

k4Re-2 + w2 

(19) 

For the sake of clarity, we have applied the mean-value theorem when integrating over О, 
resulting in the appearance ofcos2 (}. At N -4 О, the expression (18) passes to the hydrodynarnic 
limit [12]. In this еше, noting that Reynolds stress appears in the equation for (о) in the form 

_ ~(Q10 + Q10) 
д ij ji , Xj 

we obtain the expression for the viscosity v;" in а magnetic field: 

У;" ~ [[ + 8;; 1 (k' A.(k, т) ch(CkT) - k'C.(k, т) m(Ckr») Х 

Х охр (-(УН k'T + N "",' О)т) dk dT] -, 1 охр ( -(Унk'т + Ncos' О)т) х 

х 8~k Ao{k, Т)+ 87: дA~~, Т) ch(GkT)- 87: дC~~, Т) sh(GkT) dk dT. [( 
2 3 -) 4 - ] 

(20) 

It follows from (20) that in МНО f10ws with Rem « 1, the turbulent viscosity decreases with 
increasing magnetie field. 

5. DISCUSSION 

As demonstrated аЬоуе, а magnetic field alters the properties of homogeneous turbulence 
in а most significant manner. The existence of nonzero mean helicity results in instability of 
turbulent МНО f10w with respeet to weak large-scale disturbanees. However, the instability of 
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k 
-N 

Fig. 1. Dependence of 'у оп k for two 
limiting values, cos (J = о and cos (J = 1 

helical MHD turbulence has distinctive features in comparison with the instability of helical 
turbиlent hydrodynamic f10w in the absence of the magnetic field. 

Figure 1 schematically shows the bahavior of the damping factor , for two limiting values 
of cos2 (). The regions 1, 11, and III correspond to the conditions (10) and (13), respectively. 

Let us examine the behavior of the components of the correlation tensor in these regions. 
The incompressibility condition in k-space, 

(21) 

leads to the following relation between the components: 

(22) 

where forthe sake ofsimplicity and without anyloss ofgenerality, we have assumed that klQl~ = 
= k2Qi~ = k1. Q 1.. Оп the other hand, 

(23) 

Multiplying (23) Ьу Q 1. and assuming that Ql ;:::: Q2, we find with the help of (22) that 

QЮ = v2 tg() . Q 1.. (24) 

Таюng into consideration the fact that the energy density at fixed k is 

E(k) = 2Q1. + Qз, (25) 

where Qз = Q~g, we finally obtain 

E(k)cos() = (2 cos () + v2 sin()Q1.. (26) 

Тhus, cos () is а measure of energy distribution among components along and across the magnetic 
field at specified k. 

At cos () = о we obtain Q 1. = О, and all the energy of the given mode is concentrated in 
the component parallel to the magnetic field, i.e., E(k) = Qз. Here k 2 = 2ki, i.e., in this 
mode f1uctuations are normal to the magnetic field. 
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O~~~~~-~~~~~~ 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
cos8 

Fig. 2. Angle dependence of Q.1. (1) and 
Qз (2) (попnаlizеd Ьу Ё) for Nt = 1 

At cos (} = 1 we observe the opposite situation: аll the energy of these modes with k2 = k~ 
is concentrated in fluctuations norma1 to the fie1d, i.e., E(k) = 2Q.1., which oscillate a10ng the 
magnetic fie1d. 

If we take into account the form of E(k) = Щ?(k) and (8) for 1arger sca1es, 

E(k,t) = Ё(k,t)ехр(-Ntсоs2 (}) 

then we obtain at some flXed time t 

- cos (} 
Q.1. = Eexp(-Ntcos2 (}) J2' 

2 cos (} + 2 sin (} 

- J2 sin(} 
Qз = Eexp(-Ntcos2 (}) J2' 

2 cos (} + 2 sin (} 

(27) 

Figure 2 represents the behavior of Q.1. / Ё and Qз / Ё for N t = 1 as а function of ang1e. 
One сап easi1y see that modes with the same k behave different1y, depending оп cos(}. 

Returning to the instability of the second moments, we have the following. In regions 11 
and 111, corresponding to the conditions (13), modes with cos(} = 1 are attenuated, whereas 
modes with cos(} = О grow. Hence, energy must Ье transferred from modes with cos(} = О 
to modes with cos (} = 1. In region 1, energy growth is observed in аll modes (but at different 
growth rates). In this case energy transfer between modes at а flXed k probably proceeds in such 
а way that at (} < 7г /4, energy is transferred from Q з to Q.1., and converse1y at (} > 7г /4, from 
Q 1. to Qз. However, in these cases the fluctuation amplitude will grow in а different manner. 
This is re1ated to J оu1е dissipation, which is greatest at cos (} = 1, and vanishes at cos (} = О. 

Ifwe ana1yze the ro1e ofhelicity, it reduces to the following. Ву increasing vortices, lifetime 
at 1arge scales, helicity s10ws down а direct Obukhov cascade from 1arger to smaller scales. Thus, 
it 1eads to incoming energy redistribution over 1arge sca1es, i.e., an increase in vortex lifetime 
increases the probability of vortex mergers. Оп the other hand, at high k values, helicity play 
essentially по role, and at these sca1es turbulence is dissipated. The joint action of these two 
processes results in the energy growth at large scales, and in an efficient «eating away» of smaller 
scales that are weakly supplied with energy «from above» due to the presence of nonzero one
point helicity in the system. Since helicity grows with magnetic field [18], at the same time, the 
connection between large and small scales is disturbed more strong1y. Experimentally [4], this 
leads to the energy spectrum steepening over the small-scale range, ир to а = 11/3-16/3 with 
increasing magnetic field. Thus, the energy of а weak large-scale disturbance is redistributed 
among modes with differing cos (}, the cascade along the spectrum being weak. 
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In contrast, region 1 decreases with growing magnetic field, and fluctuation growth at 
О < k < ko is mainly connected with the growth ofthe energy oflongitudinal fluctuations. Here, 
however, опе must bear in mind that turbulence remains three-dimensional, but the process of 
energy transfer from опе component to another at а given f1Xed k results from rapidly occurring 
processes (instabilities). This leads to the generation of а quasi-two-dimensional fluctuation 
pattern (symmetric about the magnetic field). 

It should ье noted that in the intermediate range of О < cos (J < 1, there exist fluctuations 
along аН three components; for instance at (J = 1г / 4 the intensity of modes along and across 
the magnetic field is the same, and they have the same instability growth rate. In the vicinity of 
this point, namely at (J ';;;! 1г /4, energy exchange between components with given k is probably 
absent. 

The authors are deeply grateful to Dr. А Eidelman for useful comments оп the results of 
the present paper. 

APPENDIX 

The influence of ап external uniform magnetic field оп the behavior of сопеlаtiопs in а 
turbulent medium has Ьееп studied in Ref. [2]. In а magnetic field, the second moment ofthe 
velocity field acquires the form 

А _ Q~З<k,w) 
Qij(k, '"-') - 1 + (kВO )2 2'ГJ//k4 - 2w2 + (kВO )2 / ILР , 

ILР ('ГJ2k4 + W2)(//2k4 + ,"-,2) 

(А 1) 

where Q~j(k, '"-') is а сопеlаtiоп function in the absence of the magnetic field, and 'ГJ, //, Р are 
magnetic and hydrodynamic viscosities and fluid density, respectively. Here we retain, for 
convenience, the notation of Ref. [2]. Assuming that turbulence is helical and isotropic in the 
absence ofthe magnetic field, we сап write Q~З<k, '"-') as foHows (по matterwhether НО(О, t) = О 
or not): 

(А2) 

Whenpassingintox-space, QrJ = J Q~j(k,w)dЗkdы in thеlimiЦ = х-х' -+ О, т = t-t' -+ О. 
In case of Rem « 1 we obtain from (Аl) 

1 + k2 cos2 f) Вб 2'ГJ// + cos2 f) Вб / ILpk2 ' 
ILP'ГJ4 //2k4 + ,"-,2 

or in dimensionless form 

(АЗ) 

Consequently, 
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A(N О О) =- '] ij , dЗ k dCJ.J, 1 J 8·Q' (k w) 

"2 2k2 Re cos2 () + N cos4 () 
1 + N---,---::----=,...-

k 4Re-2 + w2 

- i J kkQ~j(k,w) з 
C(N, О, О) - - зСijk 2k2 Re cos2 () + N cos4 () d k dCJ.J. 

1 + N ---:-:=----;;-~_;;__-
k4Re-2 + w2 

Clearly, both A(N, О, О) апд C(N, О, О) decrease with increasing N (or magnetic field). 
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